
Operational Analytics
for UAM

Sophisticated understanding of the
weather impact on flight operations



Identify test sides with suited weather conditions that allow a high
frequency in flight testing to speed up the development and
certification process 

Benchmark different eVTOL types on certain routes to identify
performance characteristics that influence the service availability
Understand the prevailing weather conditions and their potential
influence on the service availability for your vertiport locations

Understanding the capabilities of an eVTOL aircraft and its design
by verifying design assumptions using simulations and historical
weather data for any location globally

Understand the prevailing weather conditions and their potential
influence on the service availability for your vertiport locations
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Crucial aspect for viable business case of UAM
services

High service availability



How many rotations are possible per aircraft and day?

Which aircraft capabilities increase the number of flights (de-icing,
VFR/IFR)?

Which locations should be promoted in sales? And which areas are
challenging?

What is the best location for the vertiport or ground station
infrastructure? And what are the prevailing weather conditions? 

How do seasonal effects and dominant weather conditions impact
the service availability?
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Drones and air taxis are more sensitive to
weather and fly in areas where various weather
phenomena can occur

Key challenges

Due to the increasing relevance of weather, different questions arise when
operating drones or air taxis. With our simulation-based Operations
Analytics for UAM we provide profound answers to many questions that
arise.

How can the design of an unmanned aircraft be adjusted to
increase the number of flights? 

How does weather impact my planned operations? 



Various parameters  - Duration of good weather conditions,
wind speed, wind gust on ground, at altitude, crosswind
component, visibility, temperature, precipitation, icing
conditions, significant weather… )

Based on high-resolution weather data up to ten years in the
past as a basis for profound location decision 

Variable timeframe - Day/night, from SS to SR 3-hour slot

Global analysis of locations possible 
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Understand the impact of weather on your use
case and business case viability 

Location analysis 



Determine the actual capacity of your planned route network.

Assess your and confirm aircraft capabilities the concept of
operation.

Understand the service availability for certain routes and
quantify it towards the end customer

Study the effect of different aircraft configurations on your
network.
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Validate your business plan with accurate, empirical data.

Understand the impact of weather on your use
case and business case viability 

Route network analysis
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Get in contact:

Christoph Selig
+49 176 83730797
christoph.selig@unisphere.de
www.unisphere.de

Operational Analytics for UAM

Unique expertise originating
from Solar Impulse. Tailored
to drones, air taxis and HAPS.

Understand weather impact
on your flight operations
well in advance

www.unisphere.de


